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SUPEREIGHT® SUNGUARDS™

Enhance protection for outdoor workers by shielding their neck, face and ears from the sun.
Lightweight, cotton shields block up to 99% of the sun’s harmful UVA and UVB rays. Attach easily to
protective hats and caps with velcro tabs.
PART # DESCRIPTION

FMSSIOE Flame resistant cotton sunguard, orange, (17" x 12")
FMSS2WE Flame resistant cotton sunguard, 

white, (12" x 14")

ULTRAWARM® WINTER LINER 
Rugged two ply cotton shells extend service life. Soft comfortable lining traps warmth for protection
over a wide range of temperatures. Adding UltraWarm® Hothands heatpacks adds warmth from 130 to
140 degrees over a full work day. Unique mounting channel allows heatpack to be positioned any-
where around the head. All ULTRAWARM® winter liners include two heatpacks.  
PART # DESCRIPTION

GLSW4 Extended length, includes 2 heatpacks
GLSW5 Full size, sherpa lined, includes 

2 heatpacks

TURTLENECK WARMER
All fleece. Pocket at nape of neck holds a heatpack. Black. (navy blue and blaze orange also available).
Comes with two heatpacks. 
PART # DESCRIPTION

SWTN6BK Turtleneck warmer, black

ULTRAWARM® HOT HANDS
ULTRAWARM® HOTHANDS heatpacks use air activated natural ingredients to heat by oxidation. Can
be placed in shirt, coat or pants pockets and in most gloves. ULTRAWARM® TOASTIE TOES foot warm-
ers use the same formula for shoes and boots.
PART # DESCRIPTION

SWHH1 Heatpacks, large for vests
SWHH2 Heatpacks, small for liners, warmers 

and headbands
SWTT1 TOASTIE TOES heatpacks for shoes 

and boots

MODEL GL-4 WINTER LINERS
Durable two ply black outer shell. Soft, red lining traps warmth to provide protection over a wide
range of temperatures. Three suspension tabs, velcro chin closure, dielectric, non-durable flame resistant.
Has the additional protection of an extended length to cover more of the neck area.
PART # DESCRIPTION

GL4 Two ply black outer shell, red lining 
(extended length)

MODEL GL-5 WINTER LINERS
Rugged two ply black outer shell extends service life through the entire winter season. The natural
warmth and comfort of the heavy sherpa lining encourages use in the coldest work environments.
Three suspension tabs, velcro chin closure, non-durable flame resistant outer shell only. Lower cost
version with red flannel lining also available. Order GL-5RFL.
PART # DESCRIPTION

GL5 Rugged two ply outer shell, heavy sherpa lining


